
A   Bob, to the best of my knowledge, this, this whole thing, I don't recall any of it. But, just 
reading it and moving from room to room and that, it seems like they, they fed me the questions 
and then they fed me half of the answers. Almost as if they knew the answers before they asked 
me the question. Like they got it from somebody else, ya know. I, I don't ..•. I don't recall any of 
it. I don't even recall talking to these guys. 

Q    Do you recall talking about cram and Rossi at all? You don't recall talking about anything? 

A    I don't recall the wh--the whole thing. 

Q    And then going past this, do you recall Sam being there and giving the statement to him? 

A    I recall Sam being called in and I think Sam was trying to explain my rights to me, but, ya 
know, everything, see, I don't recall it, I, I think I did give a statement in Sam's presence and 
Leroy's presence and I think there was a room full of people there. But I don't know what I said 
and I, I didn't think it lasted long. I don't think it was more than five or ten minutes. I don't know. 

Q    You said here that there were four Johns. 

A    I don't recall....

Q    Do you know who was talking then? 

A    I don't know. 

Q    Not the John Gacy I'm talking to right now? 

A    No, not, just from the way it, just from, you can, here, it says Gacy said that there was four 
Johns and he doesn't know all of the personalities". Just from the, the, uh, I don't know, just from 
the way the thing was written that, uh, here I explained the, the lime for what it was used for and 
that was for the odor underneath the house and then, then here it says, I, I hesitate and said what 
we found there--and I then, then they must have fed to me what they found there because I don't 
know what they were talkin' about. That's in the second paragraph. Then in the, the fourth 
paragraph here: "How many bodies were in the crawlspace? He wasn't sure how many bodies were 
in the crawlspace." Uh, all of, all of these things. I don't, I don't recall any of this ........ Just like 
here it says in, in the sixth paragraph here it says, "Gacy asked who else do we have in the police 
station and that there are others involved." That would have to be comin' from Hanley because 
how the hell would I know. Ya know. Ya know, its just like when you asked the question, "Why do 
I cover for Rossi and cram?", I don't feel I was covering for them, I don't know what, ya know, 
what they did if they did do anything. I don't recall. Like I told you, I just know that I could not 
have done .... all of that. And, and again like what, what stuns me i-is wonder if there's so many 
bodies in '76, '77 and '78--I was never around. 

Q    The way I look at this statement is---all of the statements never say--the only thing that 
shows some kind of knowledge, not necessarily your knowledge, is maybe knowledge of 
someone else within you, another personality, and even then it says that they killed themselves. I 
mean, its not a confession. 

A    They're, they're, claiming this to be a confession? 

Q    No, but they can determine--these newspapers that get hold of it--these statements are not 
confessions, even if you take them at their face value. You're saying that these guys killed 
themselves. The most they impart is knowledge, but you don't have the knowledge. 


